
Biography 
Ajaman (to some Ajaman the Amber) has traveled far, physically and spiritually, from his earliest 
days as a slave to a Zhent overlord along the Moonsea.  His story, in fact, begins under a 
different name… 
 
Lutan Nar was born to slave parents who died at a young age - an all-too-common fate for slaves 
in the Moonsea region.  Upon their death, he became the direct servant of a horrible taskmaster 
and landlord.  Fortunately, Lutan had the skills to overcome the survival of the fittest mentality 
that ruled the young boys of estate.  Competition was fierce because rewards such as lighter 
beatings and even the occasional night's stay in the main house went to the strongest, smartest, 
and most vicious.  After all, that's how one becomes a Zhent. 
 
By the time he was a teen, Lutan had already spent several nights in the overlord’s house and 
had even begun to be recognized by some of his guests.  One such guest was a Zhentarim 
wizard who took a particular liking in Lutan's attitude and occasional sharp wit.  Soon thereafter, 
the boy had been sold and put more firmly on the black path. 
 
The wizard schooled Lutan in the arcane arts with a particular emphasis on enchantment and 
illusion - the powers of the mind.  And like his adolescent skill at bullying, Lutan appeared to be 
equally adept at magic.  Over the next few years, Lutan mastered many lessons and by the time 
he reached adulthood, he was well prepared to enter the Zhentarim society formally. 
 
[Biographer’s note: the term ‘adulthood’ was used because Ajaman’s exact age is unknown. 
Records of slave births were rarely kept among Zhent overlords.  It is generally believed that 
Ajaman was born sometime in the mid-1330s.  It is also speculated that Ajaman might have even 
been the illegitimate child of the overlord – another common fact of life in that region.] 
 
The next several years were pretty much what you would expect from this type of upbringing. 
Lutan became a model Zhentarim.  He took orders like a good agent and accomplished dozens of 
missions with glee.  However, one mission would forever change his life.   
 
Lutan was sent with a group of other Zhents to parlay with a mage who had made the mistake of 
setting up his home in the wrong territory.  It was a simple enough assignment - go in and 
convince the mage to leave or make the decision irrelevant.  Unfortunately, no one told Lutan's 
masters that the mage happened to be a member of the Shining Hand of Azuth - an order 
founded in the sands of Amn before being driven from there by Amn’s fear of magic.  Before the 
Zhents really knew what was occurring, most were incapacitated, dead or fleeing.  Lutan was the 
one that was incapacitated. 
 
[Biographer’s note: no record of this mage’s true identity is known to exist.  Research has shown 
that Ajaman, in his limited conversations on this person, simply referred to him (with great 
reverence) as the Master.  This is a humorous bit of irony given Ajaman’s own eventual arcane 
prowess.] 
 
Upon regaining consciousness, Lutan had limited knowledge of his past.  Eventually it returned, 
but by then the Master's compassion and re-education had shown him the more acceptable ways 
in life. 
 
“One should not go about dominating others,” the Master preached.  “One should simply strive for 
a simple life and an orderly life.  Such is the way of Azuth.” 
 
It was at this point that Lutan finally becomes the man better known as Ajaman.  He forswears his 
past including dedication to Bane and Cyric and adopts a more monastic life.  Ajaman and the 
Master spend the next few years wandering the countryside (too bad the Zhents never knew the 
Master hadn't intended on staying) and spend long hours in meditation.  Ajaman seeks to atone 
for his past and to find the path of Azuth. 



 
In this time together, the Master teaches Ajaman many new skills.  By focusing on keeping his 
body pure, Ajaman finds that his mind in turn becomes even stronger.  The quest for Truth, 
Knowledge (especially the arcane) and the Meaning of Life become his mantras - things he never 
really realized that he was denied as a child.  Ajaman had spent so long amongst the lies, half-
truths and deceptions that he never knew the bigger picture. 
 
Strangely enough, the Master shows Ajaman that even his skills in illusion can play a part in the 
Truth.  While Ajaman was prepared to forsake those gifts forever, the Master simply responded 
with one word - Why?  The Master asked whether illusions were any less real just because they 
lacked substance or permanence - were they not valid experiences and what defines reality if not 
our own experiences?  It was then that Ajaman reached his first moment of enlightenment and 
began to blend his horrific past with the wisdom of Azuth. 
 
But this was to be the limit of the Master's teachings.  Unbeknownst to the duo, a serpent lay in 
the sands.  One quiet night, while Ajaman sat in meditation, the Master took his own walk of 
solitude.  Unfortunately, the Master’s path led directly into the hands of a very skilled assassin.  
The Master apparently had no forewarning – or perhaps knew it was his fate – for it was a quick 
and silent death.  Only after Ajaman went searching for him did he find his Master’s peaceful 
form. 
 
It is not known whether this assassin was an agent of the Zhentarim, an agent of Amn, or simply 
someone else that perceived a wrongdoing at the hands of the Master.  What is known is the 
assassin was apparently unaware of Ajaman or did not care.  Ajaman was obviously left uninjured 
and no further information on this matter exists. 
 
[Biographer’s note: it is speculated that Ajaman did know or learn the identity of this assassin – 
most likely a Zhent.  However, if he did and took retribution against this person then or later, 
Ajaman guarded this event with the gravest silence.] 
 
After the death of the Master, Ajaman enters what is commonly known as his Time of Isolation.  
He retreats fully into the sands of Anauroch (the duo had frequently traveled along the border 
between there and the Moonsea region).  Little details exist on this time period except that he 
spends the vast majority of his time in solitude.  It is assumed that he did occasionally travel or 
reside with the Bedine because it is known that Ajaman spoke their tongue.  Beyond that, it is 
simply speculation that he traveled throughout the area including the Shoal of Thirst – in the time 
period before the City of Shade arrives. 
 
Greater details of Ajaman’s history comes after his Time of Isolation.  In late 1369, he begins a 
great trek across the desert and eventually emerges – in 1370 – in the area soon-to-be-known- 
as the Silver Marches.  Specifically, he emerges near the Arn Forest. 
 
The rest the biography is TBD.  See the timeline for some details on Ajaman’s actions after 1370. 
 



Physical Description 
Ajaman is a sinewy individual.  He is not overly strong, but capable and with solid health.  He 
maintains a shaven head, except for a tapered goatee.  During his Zhentarim days, he dressed 
well, favoring a fine azure outfit and cloak.  He has since taken to a more modest arrangement of 
wraps of gold, tan, and sand colors.  This is what has most often led others to name him Ajaman 
the Amber. 
 
Amongst his clothes, an unwary rogue will discover the presence of Ajaman’s familiar – a sand 
viper from Anauroch. 
 
Personality 
Ajaman is described by some as cold and emotionless and by others as simply reserved or aloof.  
He keeps primarily to himself, although he does not mind travelling with others or entertaining 
their company for intellectual conversations and debates.  When it reveals itself, he does have a 
wry sense of humor. 
 
Ajaman watches his words carefully, because he knows their power and the overall power of 
knowledge.  His initial taking of the name Ajaman was to simply make a break with his past.  Now 
he knows it as a way to safeguard that past and his original/true identity.  How the biographer 
eventually learns Ajaman’s true name and early history must involve some great matter of 
divination and research after Ajaman’s death. 
 
Beyond this Ajaman is a study in careful balance.  He continually struggles to overcome his 
formative years but does not go so far as to side fully with so-called “good” people.  He believes 
all people possess the capacity for wrongdoing, even with well-intended actions.  He also would 
avoid call himself lawful for similar reasons – certain laws are irrational and demand rebellion.  
Then again, the path of chaos is not one that should be followed devoutly either.  The key is to 
maintain a simple and orderly life. 
 
Finally, despite receiving some training from the Master, Ajaman normally eschews direct 
physical combat.  His belief is the best way to avoid death is to avoid being injured.  However, 
when pressed, attackers will discover that Ajaman is more than capable of defense and 
retaliation. 
 
Besides his compliment of spells, Ajaman is adept with a crossbow. 
 
 
Interests 
While in the Silver Marches, Ajaman’s places of interests involve: 
 
• Castle of Illusion 
• Moonwood – for its hinted mystical background 
• Silverymoon and Everlund – for their vast repositories of knowledge 
• Lady’s Hand Monastery – for their monastic studies and relationship with dragons 
• Ascore and the Arn Forest – for their historical ties to Netheril and the presence of gnomes 
• Delimbiyr Vale, Far Forest, Fallen Lands – for their historical ties to Netheril 
• City of Shade – these are direct descendents of Netherese 
 
Ajaman’s studies generally revolve around the arcane arts in particular illusion, enchantment and 
other mental domains.  This also includes places – sometimes far distant and/or lost to history – 
such as Netheril, Myth Drannor, Thay, the Old Empires, and the Empire of the Sands.  He also 
has a curiosity about dragons (another common focal point of arcane power) and serpents.  
Outside of the magical, Ajaman possesses a modicum of mystical and religious knowledge with 
greater insight on Bane, Cyric, Azuth, and Mystra. 



 
Table 1. Timeline of Faerun and Ajaman 
 

-3389 Netheril founded 
-339 Netheril falls; leads to formation of Anauria, Asram, Hlondath 

-33 Asram falls 
10 Anauroch forms 

111 Anauria falls 
329 Hlondath falls 

? Bedine transported to Anauroch from Zakhara (far SE of Faerûn) 
1261 Manshoon founds Secret Society of the Zhentarim 

1337? Lutan Nar born 
1344 Lutan becomes servant of Zhent overlord 
1352 Lutan becomes apprentice to Zhentarim wizard 
1355 Period of heavy Zhentarim conquest and expansion 

Lutan becomes illusionist 
1356 Flight of dragons over Moonsea 
1358 Time of Troubles - destruction of Bane and ascendancy of Cyric 
1359 Year of the Serpent 

Lutan involved in attack on transient mage (the Master) 
Lutan joins the Master – becomes monk, takes the name Ajaman, 
forswears Bane and Cyric, chooses Azuth 

1361 Holy war in Zhentil Keep 
1363 Assassination of the Master 

Ajaman retreats into Anauroch 
1364-1368 Ajaman’s Time of Isolation in Anauroch 

1368 Zhentil Keep destroyed 
1369 Hellgate Keep attacks Sundabar, Everlund, Silverymoon - Hellgate Keep falls 

Lady Alustriel begins formation of Silver Marches 
Ajaman begins to travel west 

1370 Ajaman exits Anauroch near the Arn Forest – travels along Fork Road 
through Old Delzoun and Sundabar Vale 
Adventurers begin rush to Delimbiyr Vale 

Winter 1370-1 Ajaman spends 1st winter in Silverymoon - petitions the Lady’s College for 
enrollment 

1371 Silver Marches become a recognized realm 
Former Zhents found Free Towns of Newfort, Hilltop, Winter Edge 
Ajaman travels west – investigates Lower Rauvin Vale, Moonwood, rumors 
of Castle of Illusion 

Winter 1371-2 Ajaman returns to Silverymoon 
1372 Bane returns 

City of Shade appears near Arn Forest and drifts towards Shoal of Thirst 
Lady’s Hand Monastery destroyed by Moheme dragon 
Ajaman travels southeast – investigates Upper Rauvin Vale, Delimbiyr Vale, 
Far Forest, Fallen Lands 

Winter 1371-3 Ajaman returns to Silverymoon – receives admittance to the Lady’s College 
1373 Ajaman studies in Silverymoon, Everlund 

---Present--- 
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